Exercise improves performance on a number of hippocampus involved cognitive tasks including contextual fear conditioning, but whether exercise enhances contextual fear when the retention interval is longer than 1 day is not known. Also unknown is whether exercise improves trace conditioning, a task that requires the hippocampus to bridge the time interval between stimuli. Hence, 4-month-old male C57BL/6J mice were housed with or without running wheels. To assess whether hippocampal neurogenesis was associated with behavioral outcomes, during the initial 10 days, mice received Bromodeoxyuridine to label dividing cells. After 30 days, one group of mice was trained in a contextual fear conditioning task. Freezing to context was assessed 1, 7, or 21 days post-training. A separate group was trained on a trace procedure, in which a tone and footshock were separated by a 15, 30, or 45 s interval. Freezing to the tone was measured 24 h later in a novel environment, and freezing to the training context was measured 48 h later. Running enhanced freezing to context when the retention interval was 1, but not 7 or 21 days. Running had no effect on trace conditioning even though runners displayed enhanced freezing to the training context 48 h later. Wheel running increased survival of new neurons in the hippocampus. Collectively, findings indicate that wheel running enhances cognitive performance on some tasks but not others and that enhanced neurogenesis is not always associated with improved performance on hippocampus tasks, one example of which is trace conditioning.
Introduction
Aerobic exercise has beneficial effects on cognitive performance. In humans, regular exercise has been associated with enhanced performance on tasks of executive function, working memory, and spatial memory [1] [2] [3] . In agreement, animal studies consistently show enhanced performance in tests of associative and spatial learning in animals given access to running wheels [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Many of these enhancements are observed in behavioral tasks that rely on the hippocampus. For instance, wheel running improves performance in the water maze and enhances contextual fear conditioning relative to sedentary animals [5, 8, 9] . Clearly engaging in exercise has beneficial effects though further work is needed to elucidate the specific cognitive processes enhanced by exercise.
Induction of conditioned fear leads to the development of enduring fear memories that persist for 30 and even 60 days after training [10, 11] . Evidence indicates that different brain regions participate in the expression of conditioned fear as the retention interval increases. The hippocampus plays a role in the initial acquisition and consolidation of contextual fear memories [12, 13] . Neocortical areas appear to mediate recall of fear memories as the time between training and testing increases [10, 12] . To date research has focused on the ability of exercise to enhance acquisition of contextual fear conditioning when testing occurs shortly after training [5, 6, 8] . Given that different brain regions mediate the recall of fear memories depending on the time between training and testing exercise may have different effects on behavior depending on the retention interval. Currently unknown is whether the beneficial effects of exercise change as a function of the retention interval. If the procognitive effects of exercise are mainly the result of changes taking place in the hippocampus one possibility is that wheel running may have time-dependent effects on performance as information is transferred from the hippocampus to cortical regions. Additionally prior work has indicated that running improves memory consolidation suggesting that running has its effects during the initial stages of memory formation [7, 8] . Examining behavior across varying retention intervals may further our understanding of how exercise facilitates memory formation.
The hippocampus participates in many cognitive processes including spatial navigation, associative learning, and associating temporally discontiguous stimuli [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . When two stimuli or events are separated by time, the hippocampus is proposed to provide an associative link to span the time between the stimuli presentation in order for an association to form. Evidence that the hippocampus is critical for associating stimuli separated in time comes from experiments that employ a trace conditioning task. In contrast to the commonly used delay conditioning procedure, where presentation of the conditioned stimulus (typically a tone; CS) and the unconditioned stimulus (typically a mild footshock; US) overlap, in the trace procedure there is a gap between the CS and US presentations. Trace conditioning, is generally considered a more challenging task than delay conditioning as animals take longer to acquire trace conditioning [18] . Acquisition of trace conditioning appears to be dependent on the hippocampus, as studies have consistently shown deficits following lesions or pharmacological inactivation of the hippocampus [20, 21] . In contrast, delay conditioning is acquired independent of the hippocampus. Prior work has shown that manipulations that disrupt context fear learning often impair performance in a trace conditioning task [21] . Given the role of the hippocampus in trace conditioning one possibility is that treatments associated with improved hippocampal function (e.g., wheel running or environmental enrichment) may facilitate performance in a trace conditioning task.
Exercise induces a host of changes within the central nervous system (CNS), many of which occur in the hippocampus. For instance, exercise increases production of trophic factors that promote growth and repair, blood flow, long-term potentiation, synaptic plasticity, and adulthood hippocampal neurogenesis [4, 5, 8, [22] [23] [24] . Evidence indicates the exercise-induced increase in hippocampal neurogenesis may mediate some of the beneficial effects of exercise on learning and memory. For example, reducing neurogenesis via irradiation was found to prevent the exerciseinduced enhancement in spatial learning [5] . Studies evaluating whether hippocampal neurogenesis is important for acquiring contextual fear have shown mixed results. Our laboratory and others found no deficit in contextual conditioning when neurogenesis is reduced [5, 25] whereas others report impairments [26] [27] [28] . These differences in findings may relate to the testing procedure as Drew et al. [29] found that reducing hippocampal neurogenesis disrupted contextual fear conditioning when training consisted of a single, but not multiple, trial(s). However, prior work indicates that basal levels of hippocampal neurogenesis are important for learning trace conditioning, as inhibiting hippocampal neurogenesis has been found to impair acquisition [25, 30] . Whether an increase in neurogenesis facilitates performance in a trace conditioning task has yet to be determined.
The current study evaluated whether voluntary wheel running enhanced performance in both a contextual and trace conditioning procedure and whether the beneficial effects of exercise depend on the time interval between training and testing. We used a one trial trace conditioning procedure to make the task challenging to learn, as comparing exercise and sedentary mice in other behavioral tasks has shown that if the task is made easier by increasing the number of training trials no differences are observed between exercise and sedentary mice [9] . To ensure mice did not show ceiling levels of freezing behavior, that could mask differences between runners and sedentary mice, we opted for the single trial procedure. Further, in a contextual conditioning task hippocampal neurogenesis may only be involved when only a single context-shock pairing is presented whereas increasing the number of pairing diminishes the role of new neurons [29] . Lastly, we assessed the survival of hippocampal neurons to determine whether they were associated with the behavioral changes.
Methods

Experimental subjects
Subjects were 117 male C57BL/6J mice from The Jackson Laboratory (approx 4 weeks old on arrival). Seventy-two mice were used in Experiment 1 and 45 in Experiment 2. Mice were allowed to acclimate to the animal facility for 2 weeks prior to the start of the experiments. Mice were given ad libitum access to food and water and housed under a 12 h reverse light/dark cycle in the AAALAC approved animal facility. Animals were treated in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the experiments were conducted in accordance with a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Wheel running
Mice were divided into either the exercise (access to a running wheel) or sedentary condition. Mice in the sedentary condition were individually housed in standard polycarbonate shoebox cages (29 cm L × 19 cm W × 13 cm H). Mice in the exercise condition were individually housed in cages with a 23 cm diameter running wheel (36 cm L × 20 cm W × 14 cm H; Respironics, Bend, OR). Wheel rotations were continuously collected in 1 min intervals via magnetic switches interfaced to a computer using the VitalView software (Respironics, Bend, OR). During the initial 10 days of wheel access all mice received daily intraperitoneal injections of Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU: 50 mg/kg), a thymidine analogue that incorporates into dividing cells.
Experiment 1: effect of exercise on contextual fear conditioning
After 30 days of wheel access or sedentary housing, mice were trained on a contextual fear conditioning task. All training/testing occurred during the dark phase of the light cycle (mouse's active phase). Following the training procedure of Frankland et al. [12] , mice were individually placed into a novel square chamber (32 cm L × 28 cm W × 30 cm H, dark grey walls) with a metal bar floor connected to a shock scrambler controlled by a digital timer (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT, USA). Mice were allowed to acclimate and explore the chamber for two minutes. After the acclimation period, half of the mice were presented with five unsignaled footshocks (2 s, 0.70 mA) spaced 1 min apart. Control mice in the non-shock condition were individually placed in the same chamber for 7 min, but did not receive any footshocks. Following training, mice were returned to their home cage. Mice were placed back into the training chamber to evaluate memory 1, 7, or 21 days later by measuring freezing to the training context (6 min). Freezing was recorded by TopScan video tracking software (CleverSystems, Reston, VA, USA) as the total number of seconds when the animal's center of mass did not register horizontal movement (±1 mm). Freezing data were converted into percent time spent freezing by dividing the total number of seconds a mouse spent freezing by the total number of seconds of testing and multiplied by 100. Ninety minutes after testing, all mice were euthanized by transcardial perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer solution for analysis of hippocampal neurogenesis via immunohistochemistry (described below).
Experiment 2: effects of wheel running on trace fear conditioning
After 30 days of wheel access or sedentary housing, mice were trained on a trace fear conditioning task based on methods of Misane et al. [31] . Fig. 1 illustrates the trace training procedure. Exercise and sedentary mice were individually transported to a testing room and placed into a dark grey square chamber (same apparatus used in Experiment 1) and allowed to explore for 120-150 s (see Fig. 1 ). After acclimation, mice were presented with a single tone followed by a single footshock (2 s, 0.70 mA) after a trace interval of 15, 30, or 45 s (see Fig. 1 ). Total time spent in the training chamber was the same for all mice (217 s). The following day mice were tested for freezing to the CS (i.e., tone) in a novel context. Mice were placed into an octagon shaped chamber with white and black striped walls and a smooth floor. Additionally, the ambient room light was reduced, a different individual handled the mice, and black curtains were hung around the testing room to minimize similarity to the testing environment during training. Mice were placed into the novel environment for a total of 6 min. During the first 3 min freezing to the novel context (Pre-tone) was measured. After 3 min a 30-s CS (tone, 86 dB) was presented (CS 1) followed by a 60-s trace (Trace 1) and then the tone (CS 2) was presented a second time followed by another trace (Trace 2) and freezing was measured as the total number of seconds the animal did not move and was converted into a percentage by dividing the number of seconds when the animal did not move by the total duration of each segment of the testing phase (see Fig. 1 ) and multiplied by 100.
Twenty-four hours after assessing freezing to the tone, mice were placed back in the original training chamber, but no tone was presented (4 min). As in Experiment 1, freezing was recorded by video tracking software and measured as the total number of seconds the mouse did not register horizontal movement.
Immunohistochemistry
Following perfusions, brains of mice in Experiment 1 (contextual conditioning) were fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde and then transferred into 30% sucrose solution. Brains were sectioned at 40 m using the cryostat. A one-in-six series was stained for BrdU to identify newly divided cells. Briefly, free floating sections were rinsed in tissue buffering solution (TBS) and then treated with 0.6% hydrogen peroxide for 30 min. To denature DNA, sections were placed in a solution of 50% deionized formamide and 10% 20× SCC buffer for 120 min at 65
• C. Followed by 10% 20× SCC buffer for 15 min, then 2 N hydrochloric acid for 30 min at 37
• C, then 0.1 M boric acid (pH 8.5) for 10 min. Sections were blocked with a solution of 0.3% Triton-X and 3% goat serum in TBS (TBS-X plus) for 30 min, and then incubated with primary antibody rat anti-BrdU (1:200; AbD Serotec, Raleigh, NC, USA) in TBS-X plus for 72 h at 4
• C. After washing with TBS, sections were treated with TBS-X plus for 30 min and then incubated with a biotinylated goat anti-rat secondary antibody (1:250) in TBS-X plus for 100 min at room temperature. Sections were then treated with the ABC system (Vector, Burlingame, CA, USA) and stained using a diaminobenzidine kit (DAB; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA).
To measure the proportion of new cells that differentiation into new neurons a separate one-in-six series was labeled with BrdU and NeuN (mature neuron marker). Free-floating sections were handled as described above with the exception of the use of a cocktail of primary antibodies: rat anti-BrdU (1:200) and mouse anti-neuronal nuclear protein (NeuN; 1:50; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Fluorescent markers (Cy2 and Cy3) were conjugated to secondary antibodies, made in goat, at dilution of 1:200 and also delivered as a cocktail, anti-rat and anti-mouse. ABC and DAB steps were omitted.
Image analysis 2.4.1. BrdU positive cells (DAB)
The entire granule layer (bilateral), from a one-in-six series, was imaged by systematically advancing the field of view of a Zeiss brightfield light microscope, and taking multiple photographs, via axiocam interfaced to computer, under 10× (total 100×) magnification. Images were analyzed by ImageJ software. For each image, the granule layer was outlined, and BrdU-positive nuclei were automatically counted by setting a fixed threshold to remove the background. The threshold selected was validated by comparing automated counts to hands counts. In addition, the area (pixels) within the trace was recorded. Estimates of total number of BrdU positive cells are expressed by per cubic micrometer dentate gyrus sampled. Values were further adjusted by removing the fraction of cells predicted to cross the boundary of the section on one side to produce unbiased estimates.
Double labeled BrdU and NeuN positive cells
BrdU-positive cells in the dentate gyrus were micro-analyzed by confocal microscopy to determine whether cells co-expressed NeuN. Number of new neurons per cubic micrometer per mouse was calculated as number of BrdU cells per cubic micrometer (from above) multiplied by average proportion of BrdU cells coexpressing NeuN for a given experimental group. 
Statistical analyses
Distance run (km/day) was analyzed by repeated measures ANOVA with day as the within-subjects factor. In Experiment 1 (contextual conditioning), duration spent freezing to the context, number of BrdU positive cells, and the number of BrdU cells co-labeled with NeuN were analyzed by 3-way ANOVA with exercise condition (runner or sedentary), training procedure (trained or non-shock controls), and retention interval (1, 7, or 21 days) as the between-subjects factors. In Experiment 2 (trace conditioning), freezing response to the novel context and CS presentations were analyzed by 3-way repeated measures ANOVA with time-point (Pre-tone, CS 1, Trace 1, CS 2, and Trace 2; see Fig. 1 ) as the within-subjects factor and exercise condition and trace interval (15, 30, or 45 s) as the between-subjects factors. Duration spent freezing to the context was analyzed by 2-way ANOVA with exercise condition and trace interval as the between-subjects factors. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
Wheel running data
Distance run varied across the course of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (Experiment 1 F(50,450) = 5.40, p < 0.0001; Experiment 2 F(43,817) = 22.73, p < 0.0001; see Fig. 2 ). Running escalated during the initial two weeks of wheel access and then maintained a relatively stable level except during behavior training and testing which occurred on days 30-31 for Experiment 1 (contextual conditioning) and days 30-32 for Experiment 2 (trace conditioning). The reduction in wheel running during behavioral testing likely results from the disruption of behavioral testing (removal from the wheels and having researchers entering the room over a six hour period) as prior work from our laboratory has shown that mice will maintain consistent levels of wheel running for more than 50 days if left undisturbed [32] however during behavioral testing running is reduced [5] .
Experiment 1: contextual fear conditioning
As expected, non-shock control mice showed minimal freezing behavior compared to mice that underwent the training procedure (F(1,58) = 545.06, p < 0.0001; see Fig. 3 ). No significant differences were observed between the exercise and sedentary non-shock control mice. The interaction between exercise condition (runner or sedentary), training procedure (trained or non-shock control), and retention interval (1, 7, or 21 days) was significant (F(2,58) = 4.07, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis revealed that for mice trained with the footshock, wheel running significantly increased time spent freezing to the context when mice were tested 1 day after training (p < 0.01). However, when freezing to the context was measured 7 and 21 days after training, no difference was observed between the exercise and sedentary mice. 4A ). Post hoc analysis revealed that during the 3 min prior to the tone presentation (Pre-tone), runners, regardless of the trace interval they were trained with, froze significant more to the novel environment than sedentary mice (p < 0.05). No difference in freezing was observed between the runner and sedentary mice after the tone was presented, that is during either CS presentation or during the trace intervals following the CSs. While there was a trend for runners to freeze more during the second CS presentation the difference was not significant (p = 0.09 ns). A significant main effect of time-point (F(1,39) = 140, p < 0.0001) showed that all mice froze more during the trace intervals following the CS presentations compared to the novel context alone.
Freezing to training context
On the training day mice were allowed to acclimate to the chamber for at least two minutes (see Fig. 1 ). Analysis showed no significant differences in freezing during the acclimation phase (prior to CS and US presentations) during training (F(1,39) = 0.034, p > 0.05 ns; see Fig. 4B ). Additionally, we found no significant difference in the distance traveled by sedentary or runners during the acclimation phase (F(1,39) = 0.92, p > 0.05 ns) indicating no baseline differences in freezing behavior or activity levels existed between runners and sedentary mice prior to conditioning.
Forty-eight hours after conditioning runners froze significantly more than sedentary mice to the training context, in the absence of a tone (F(1,39) = 5.07, p < 0.05; see Fig. 4B ). No other significant main effects or interactions were found.
Hippocampal neurogenesis
To confirm that running increased neurogenesis in our studies, animals from Experiment 1 were analyzed using immunohisto- p < 0.0001). Fig. 5 shows the number of BrdU-labeled new neurons in the granular cell layer. No significant effects or interactions with the training procedure (i.e., trained or non-shock controls) or retention interval (i.e., 1, 7, or 21 days) were observed.
Discussion
Results extend the existing literature that shows wheel running enhances contextual fear conditioning [5, 6, 8, 33] by demonstrating that this effect depends on the retention interval between training and testing. Additionally, we report that wheel running does not enhance development of the CS-US association when animals are trained on a one trial trace conditioning procedure. These findings argue in favor of selective beneficial effects of wheel running on processing of contextual information that likely facilitate acquisition or consolidation of new information.
Our findings demonstrate that wheel running increased freezing to the context, but only when testing occurred soon after training (i.e., 1 day, but not 7 or 21 days; see Fig. 3 ). The initial advantage in the runners may reflect faster processing and/or the consolidation of the contextual information. Consistent with this interpretation, prior work found that wheel running reduced the time required for an animal to form a representation of a context which the authors propose indicates improved consolidation [8] . Additionally, wheel running has been reported to enhance consolidation of a delay conditioning task [7] . Increasing the retention interval had no effect on runner's performance, demonstrating that wheel running leads to stable performance regardless of the retention interval. Runners froze at near maximum levels at all of the time-points tested, whereas sedentary mice only showed these high levels of freezing 7 or 21 days after training. Running may still have beneficial effects during the later days of testing, but possibly due to a ceiling level of freezing these benefits cannot be detected in the present task. Whether running leads to prolonged benefits in others behavioral tasks is currently unknown. Overall findings indicate that wheel running enhances contextual learning and that there is a transition point sometime between 1 and 7 days where the sedentary mice catch up.
Alternatively, the improved performance in the sedentary mice and initial enhanced freezing in runners may reflect an increase in nonspecific fear. Balogh et al. [34] reported that C57BL/6J mice show enhanced fear to a shock paired-context when testing occurred 7-30 days after training, however, this was accompanied by a parallel increase in freezing to a novel context indicating an increase in generalized fear. The enhanced freezing in sedentary mice at the longer retention intervals may relate to the incubation of fear phenomenon, in which the fear response is strengthened as the time between the initial experience and re-exposure increases [35] . Prior work has shown that running improves contextual discrimination in rats which argues against an exercise-induced increase in generalized fear [8] . However, species differences may exist and future work should assess whether exercise facilitates context discrimination in mice. Wheel running does not enhance fear potentiated startle nor increase reactivity to a footshock in mice [7] . Additionally, we found no differences in baseline locomotor activity between runner and sedentary mice prior to conditioning, indicating that running does not alter non-learning performance factors that could affect their behavior. However, in the current study we found that runners showed enhanced freezing to the novel context prior to the tone presentation (Fig. 4A , Pre-tone). Though many parameters were altered to create a distinct environment, we cannot rule out the possibility that an association developed between the testing room or removing the animals from their home cage and the aversive event. Further work is needed to establish whether changes in memory strength or an enhancement of generalized fear accounts for the performance of the runner and sedentary mice.
One consistent effect of wheel running that has been proposed to mediate some the pro-cognitive effects of exercise is an increase in hippocampal neurogenesis [5, 9, 25] . The present study confirmed that the runners displayed increased number of new neurons in the granular cell layer. Whether the exercise-induced increase in neurogenesis contributed to the enhanced contextual learning cannot be directly determined from the present study. Though runners showed high levels of freezing and new neuron survival at all of the time-points measured, prior work from our laboratory has shown that the exercise-induced enhancement of contextual fear learning occurs even when hippocampal neurogenesis is reduced via irradiation [5] . However, neurogenesis was reduced but not eliminated in that study therefore the reduction may not have been sufficient to block the cognitive enhancements from running. Alternatively, it is possible that the improved performance that results from wheel running may be mediated by other factors in the brain besides neurogenesis such as elevations in neurotrophic and growth factors, enhancement of long-term potentiation (LTP), and increases in angiogenesis and synaptic plasticity all of which are positively correlated with cognitive function [8, [22] [23] [24] . Additionally, exercise-induced changes in corticosterone levels may influence the cognitive benefits associated with wheel running. For instance, a recent study by Hajisoltani et al. [36] found that 10 days of voluntary wheel running increased basal plasma levels of corticosterone when measured immediately after running as well as improved spatial learning. If corticosterone levels were reduced by adrenalectomy or with a corticosterone-synthesis inhibitor the exercise-induced cognitive benefits were blocked. Given that slight increases in corticosterone are generally beneficial for cognitive function [37] the exercise-induced increase in corticosterone levels may contribute to the improvement in learning and memory. Though it remains unresolved whether the cognitive gains from running result from specific changes or are mediated by a combination of the neurobiological changes, the current findings demonstrate that increases in neurogenesis were associated with some of the running-induced enhancements in cognitive function.
Prior work indicates that hippocampal neurogenesis is required for learning a trace conditioning task. For example, Achanta et al. [30] report that irradiation-induced reduction in hippocampal neurogenesis impairs acquisition of trace fear memories. Similar deficits in trace conditioning were found when neurogenesis was inhibited with a toxin [25] . These findings indicate that basal neurogenesis is required for associating events separated in time, but whether increasing neurogenesis enhances performance in a trace conditioning task was unknown. Our results demonstrate that enhanced hippocampal neurogenesis alone is not sufficient to enhance performance on the hippocampus dependent task, trace fear conditioning. While wheel running increased the survival and the proportion of cells that differentiated into new neurons no differences in performance in the trace conditioning task were observed suggesting enhancing hippocampal neurogenesis does not enhance trace fear conditioning. An alternative possibility is that the lack of an effect of wheel running on trace fear conditioning may be specific to the training procedures employed in the present study. Prior reports have shown similar levels of freezing if mice are trained with 1 or 4 trace trials in a session [21] , but whether exercise mice would shown improved performance over sedentary mice with additional training is unknown. It is important to determine which tasks are improved from increased neurogenesis and which are not to understand the functional significance of adult hippocampal neurogenesis.
The current study found that both runners and sedentary mice acquired the trace procedure. However, in contrast to contextual conditioning, runners and sedentary mice showed equivalent levels of freezing during and after the tone presentation (Fig. 4A) . One interpretation is that wheel running has beneficial effects on selective hippocampal processes, namely acquisition of contextual information. In agreement, when runners trained on the trace procedure were placed back into the training context they showed enhanced freezing over sedentary mice (Fig. 4B) . Prior work has also shown that exercise does not enhance all forms of learning. For instance, wheel running was reported to have no effect on extinction of conditioned fear to a context [8] . Alternatively, wheel running may enhance delay and contextual condition by influencing the activity of the amygdala, as some report exerciseinduced enhancements in both contextual and delay conditioning [7] though others fail to see effects on delay conditioning [6] . Recent work has shown that pharmacological inhibition of the amygdala impairs performance in delay and contextual conditioning, but did not disrupt trace fear conditioning when mice were trained with either 1, 2, or 4 conditioning trials [21] . Further work is needed to understand whether running influences the amygdala in fear learning. Collectively, the findings indicate that while not all cognitive processes are enhanced by wheel running but confirm that running facilitates processing of contextual information.
In summary, the present study reveals novel findings on the effects of wheel running on cognitive function. Namely, runners maintain a high level of performance in a contextual fear conditioning task regardless of the retention interval between training and testing. However, sedentary mice show an increase in freezing behavior that may result from improved memory strength or increased generalized fear that masks the advantage initially observed in the runners. Additionally, this study is the first to evaluate the effects of exercise on trace conditioning learning. Findings reveal that the benefits of exercise are not global, but rather enhance certain aspects of cognitive function that relate to processing of contextual stimuli. Elucidating the cognitive processes altered by exercise will aid in optimizing therapeutic applications and may facilitate identification of the underlying neuromechanisms.
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